
Dear Madam or Sir,

although spring has hardly begun we at ATP architects engineers are already
celebrating our “harvest festival”. Because we plant our ideas independent of the
season, monitor and look after them well, and can even enjoy the fruits of this labor in
winter:

• With our 1st prize at Munich Airport we are preparing the ground for multi-mobile
growth. In Vienna’s Seestadt Aspern we are planting a tree for the future. We are
cooking up something delicious in the Caritas industrial kitchen and delighted about
three sustainability certificates – thanks to the green fingers of ATP sustain, our
research company for sustainable building!

• And in the even deeper Zurich winter we found a ‘green twig’ in the shape of Mint
Architecture. Together, we want to bring fresh wind to the world of commercial (interior)
design.

We are a strong team with more than 800 members, equipped with the latest tools –
whether your building requires a revitalizing pruning or refurbishment, whether it should
be moved to a larger pot or replanted completely. We are looking forward to spending
the new season with you!
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magdas Social Business
The taste of sustainability

Completion of the new headquarters
The industrial kitchen in Vienna’s 23rd district, which was integrally designed for magdas
Social Business, a subsidiary of Caritas in the Archdiocese of Vienna, is perhaps the
most unconventional industrial building by ATP Vienna and ATP sustain. In line with its
holistic recycling and upcycling concept the building is partly built from demolished and
waste materials and reused timber. A particular highlight is the reuse of the air extracted
from the industrial kitchen and, especially, the cooling plant to heat the office and staff
areas on the upper floor.

Thanks to the excellent cooperation with ATP sustain the building was awarded 961 out
of 1,000 possible points during the ÖGNB sustainability certification process, which is the
highest total achieved to date by a completed industrial building in Austria. Many of those
working in the kitchen to produce up to 25,000 portions of food every week for people in
need of care as well as children in schools and kindergartens were formerly classified as
long-term unemployed.
Above: Modern workplaces with visual, acoustic and thermal comfort. © ATP/Florian Schaller
Below: The strikingly designed wall paneling in the canteen once saw service as a suspended ceiling in an office
building.
© ATP/Florian Schaller
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Mint Architecture
Experience-oriented interior expertise

ATP acquires a majority share in Mint Architecture
At the start of the year ATP became the main shareholder in Switzerland’s Mint
Architecture AG. With its specialty of commercial and user-oriented architectural
projects, Mint Architecture has developed a unique position on the Swiss market in just a
few years. The Zurich office, which has around 50 employees, focusses on the retail,
gastronomy, financial, workplace, health, and hospitality sectors.

A decisive criterion behind ATP’s decision to take a share in Mint Architecture is the clear
customer-orientation of the architectural office. “It took us years”, explained ATP CEO
Christoph M. Achammer, “to find an office that shares our position. We were convinced
by the user-oriented approach and interdisciplinary way of working of Mint Architecture,
which is aligned with our own customers’ desire to develop commercial space that is
focused on client needs and the customer journey.”

By taking a share in Mint Architecture the ATP Group will enjoy a valuable boost in the
area of commercial interior design while also strengthening the expertise of the ATP
Design and Research (D+R) Groups in its individual offices.

Website: Mint Architecture
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Photo: ATP architects engineers and Mint Architecture cement their partnership. From left: Matthias Wehrle, ATP
Partner and Managing Director of ATP Zurich; Kees van Elst, Client Director and Mint Partner; Christoph M. Achammer,
ATP Partner and CEO; Thomas Stiefel, Mint Founder and Partner, and Peter Roth, CEO and Mint Partner. ©
ATP/Rauschmeir

Competition success
Safely started and well landed

1st prize for a car rental sector at Munich Airport
What will characterize the car rental center of the multi-mobile future – in the age of the 
“flying change”? This was the question addressed by the D&R Team of ATP Munich 
during the EU-wide tender process, which was organized in line with the rules of the 
sector, for a new car rental center at Munich Airport. They convinced the design advisory 
committee with their answer: Flexibility!
The concept for a prototype building scored points at every level. The new facility will 
enable cars to be comfortably, personally, and automatically rented, handed over, 
washed, cleaned, and returned.

Visualization sketch: Access from the south. © ATP
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BREEAM
MAHÜ77 is "excellent"

Shopping center surpasses its BREEAM certification level
Back in 2016, MAHÜ77 became the first shopping center in Austria and retail
refurbishment project in the entire DACH Region to be described as “excellent” at the
BREEAM Interim Certificate – Design Stage. This certification level was not only equaled
but even exceeded by ATP sustain during the evaluation of the built quality. The increase
from 75.5 % to 80.4 % was made possible by the inclusion and examination of the tenant
completion phase and the high overall quality of the execution, design, and
documentation.
 
Photo: The “excellent” MAHÜ77. © ATP/Kuball

ÖGNB Gold
2 top evaluations

Design of two of Austria’s most climatically fit buildings
Vienna has found a reliable partner on the ambitious path to climatically neutral buildings
in the shape of ATP. Both the integrally designed magdas industrial kitchen (for Caritas
in the Archdiocese of Vienna) and the multifunctional technology center tz2 in Seestadt
Aspern (for the Vienna Business Agency) have been awarded gold certification by the
ÖGNB – supported by the expertise of ATP sustain – and feature on the list of the
country’s 30 most sustainable buildings.

Project links:
magdas industrial kitchen
multifunctional building Technology Center Seestadt
 
Certificate: magdas kitchen (Caritas in the Archdiocese of Vienna) and tz2 (Vienna Business Agency) are amongst
Austria’s 30 most climatically fit buildings. © ATP
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Certificate: magdas kitchen (Caritas in the Archdiocese of Vienna) and tz2 (Vienna Business Agency) are amongst
Austria’s 30 most climatically fit buildings. © ATP

Project News

Topping-out of tz2

Seestadt Aspern
Just six months after the groundbreaking
ceremony, the shell and core of Phase 2
of Technology Center Seestadt (tz2) in
Vienna has already been completed.
Visualization: © ATP

Start of construction at Gebrüder
Weiss

ATP is designing a further facility for
Gebrüder Weiss, one of Europe’s
leading transport and logistics companies:
a new transport center to the west of
the city of Zagreb.
Photo: © Gebrüder Weiss

Delivery of MRI scanners

A special crane lifted two extremely
heavy MRIs into the ATP-designed
extension to the Radiology
Department at Klinikum Nuremberg
South, leaving many guests briefly
holding their breath.
Photo: © ATP/Wang
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And to finish, some tasty wishes ...
... fresh from the 3D printer

With these images of home-made mooncakes from our Vienna office we would like to
wish you a tasty start to the new quarter. Photo: © Robert Tomic

 
We will send you more news from ATP right in the middle of the year. Until then you can
find us at the following events, and elsewhere:
 

Calendar
30th April 2019, Munich University of Technology
Semester launch “Space Oddity – Space frame structure” with Florian Beck, ATP Munich

9th May 2019, Planerforum.Architektur, Kuppelsaal,
Vienna University of Technology
Podium discussion with Christoph M. Achammer

15th May 2019, Humboldt Carré, Berlin
Building Life – BIM Congress, Lecture by Lars Oberwinter (Plandata) on the subject of
“The Management of Parameters and Attributes in an Age of Inadequate Standards.
Object-Based Information Management in BIM & Austrian Characteristic Servers”;
Start: 10:40 in Room 2
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